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Abstract—The significant amount of energy stored in a large
high-field superconducting magnet can be sufficient to destroy
the coil in the event of an unprotected quench. For magnets
based on high-temperature superconductors (HTSs), such as
Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 Ox (Bi2212) and YBa2 Cu3 O7−x (YBCO), quench
protection is particularly challenging due to slow normal zone
propagation. A previous computational study showed that the
quench behavior of HTS magnets is significantly improved if the
turn-to-turn electrical insulation is thermally conducting, enhancing 3-D normal zone propagation. Here, a new doped-titania electrical insulation with high thermal conductivity is evaluated. The
thermal conductivity of the insulation is measured at cryogenic
temperatures, and its chemical compatibility with Bi2212 round
wires is determined. Thin layers of the insulation are deposited
onto the surface of Bi2212 and YBCO wires, which are then wound
into small coils to study the quench behavior. Results show that
the critical current and homogeneity of Bi2212 coils are improved
relative to coils reacted with mullite insulation. Relative to similar
coils with conventional insulation (mullite for Bi2212 and Kapton
for YBCO), the turn-to-turn quench propagation is increased by a
factor of 2.8 in Bi2212 coils at 4.2 K and self-field and by a factor
of 2.5 in YBCO coils at 4.2 K and 5 T. These results indicate that
doped-titania insulation may significantly improve Bi2212 and
YBCO coils. Increased normal zone propagation velocity enhances
quench detection and quench protection, and the thinness of the
insulation relative to the most common alternatives increases the
magnet winding pack current density and reduces the coil specific
heat.
Index Terms—Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 Ox , high-temperature superconductor (HTS), insulation, quench detection, quench protection,
thermal conductivity, YBa2 Cu3 O7−x .
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I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE commercial development of high-temperature
superconductor (HTS)-based wires and, in particular,
Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 Ox (Bi2212) round wires (RWs) and
YBa2 Cu3 O7−x (YBCO) coated conductors (CCs) has
progressed such that large-scale magnet development projects
are under way. These projects either take advantage of the
ability of HTS conductors to carry high transport current
density at high magnetic field and low temperature for applications in science (nuclear magnetic resonance and high-energy
physics) [1], [2] and energy storage [3], [4] or at relatively
low magnetic field and elevated temperature for applications in
motors, generators, and fault current limiters [5]–[7].
One of the key remaining challenges preventing rapid advancement of HTS-based magnets is quench protection. It
has been repeatedly shown that the minimum quench energy
(MQE) of HTS magnets and conductors is significantly larger
than in NbTi and Nb3 Sn magnets but that the normal zone
propagation velocity (NZPV) is significantly slower, i.e., as
much as two orders of magnitude slower [8]–[18]. Thus, although quenching may be significantly less likely to occur,
quench detection, and thus quench protection, is significantly
more difficult. While there are a number of possible approaches
to improve quench protection in HTS magnets, most efforts
to increase the NZPV also reduce the MQE. One approach
proposed recently is the use of thermally conducting electrical
insulation as the turn-to-turn insulation within the magnet.
Computational results showed that this approach significantly
improves the turn-to-turn NZPV, resulting in a magnet that is
more stable (higher MQE) and easier to protect through 3-D
growth of the normal zone [19].
Here, we report on a thermally conducting electrical insulator
developed specifically for HTS magnets. The insulation, i.e., a
doped-titania nanopowder, is produced by a combustion chemical vapor condensation (CCVC) technique. Results reported
include measurements of the thermal conductivity at room
temperature (RT) and cryogenic temperatures, critical current
measurements to determine the chemical compatibility of the
insulation with Bi2212, and measurements of the effects of
the insulation on transverse quench propagation in Bi2212 and
YBCO coils.
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF S AMPLES AND THE M EASUREMENTS P ERFORMED

II. E XPERIMENTAL A PPROACH
Experiments are designed to measure the thermal properties
of the insulation materials, their compatibility with superconducting wires, and their impact on quench behavior. The sample
types and experiments, described in detail in this section, are
summarized in Table I.
A. Sample Preparation
Samples are prepared specifically for each of the measurements to be performed. Thermal conductivity measurements
require thin films on highly controlled substrates, compatibility
studies require short samples, and quench experiments require
multiturn coils. This section summarizes the sample preparation
for each of these experiments.
1) Thin Films on Sapphire for Thermal Conductivity: Thinfilm samples of the doped titania are prepared on sapphire
wafers using the Mayer rod technique at RT [20]. Samples were
prepared using two sizes of doped-titania particles mixed in
a polyimide matrix; the smaller nanoparticles have diameters
less than 20 nm on average, and the larger nanoparticles have
diameters ranging from 40 to 60 nm. The film thicknesses
are measured using a DekTak3 stylus profilometer; thicknesses
range from 5 to 11 μm. A sample of pure polyimide is similarly
prepared for comparison.
In the three-omega (3ω) method used for thermal conductivity measurements (described in detail below), a thin electrically
conductive metal wire is photolithographically defined on an
insulating substrate and serves as a heater and a sensor. Here,
a 5-nm Cr adhesion layer and a 200-nm-thick gold film are
deposited on the films by e-beam evaporation. Thin heaters
(1 and 3 mm long and 10 μm wide) are fabricated on the sample
surfaces. Fig. 1 illustrates the heater wire pattern with the fourprobe contact pads for making connections.
2) Bi2212 Short Samples and Coils:
Short samples: Bi2212 magnets are typically manufactured via a wind-and-react process and require that the turnto-turn insulation be incorporated into the winding before heat

Fig. 1. Schematic of the mask pattern and a photograph of a typical thinfilm sample for thermal conductivity measurements; both show the four-point
geometry. Multiple locations are patterned to provide measurements at different
locations and because some lines become discontinuous due to surface roughness. The sizes of the heaters/sensors are varied so that the pattern resistance
can be varied in order to optimize the measurements.

treatment. Thus, it is essential that the insulation does not
adversely affect Bi2212 performance and that it survives the
Bi2212 heat treatment process, which typically has a peak processing temperature of about 890 ◦ C in 100% flowing oxygen.
Green Bi2212 RWs from Oxford Superconducting Technology lot identifier PMM091221-3B are coated with insulation at
RT and heat treated using a standard Bi2212 heat treatment. The
Bi2212 wire is 0.8 mm in diameter and is formed via a doublerestack powder-in-tube process that results in 18 bundles of
37 filaments. The inner sheaths are Ag, and the outermost
sheath, onto which the insulation is deposited, is a Ag–Mg
alloy. One length of Bi2212 wire is coated with a ∼12.8 μm
thick layer of doped-titania in a polyimide matrix. A second
length is coated with an identical layer and subsequently with
an additional ∼6.6 μm thick “topcoat” of the polyimide. For
comparison, a bare Bi2212 wire and a Bi2212 wire heat treated
with braided-mullite insulation are also prepared.
Short samples (5-cm length) of each type of Bi2212 wire
are heat treated together using a partial melt process optimized for this wire [21]–[23]. During heat treatment, the polyimide matrix burns off; hence, after heat treatment, only the
∼8-μm-thick layer of doped-titania insulation remains. To
attach contacts for transport measurements, the insulation is
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Fig. 2. Bi2212 coils after heat treatment. (From left to right) Insulated with
doped titania with a polyimide topcoat, insulated with mullite, and insulated
with doped titania without a polyimide topcoat. The nichrome heaters are seen
as well. Note that the polyimide burns out during heat treatment.

removed from the ends of the doped-titania-insulated samples
using sandpaper. Tweezers are used to gently remove the insulation around the circumference of the wire for the voltage tap
attachment. For the wires heat treated within braided-mullite
insulation, the mullite sheath is removed after heat treatment
from the Bi2212 wires (to facilitate electrical measurements)
by pulling the sheath off the wire. Sandpaper is also used to
gently clean the wire surface where the mullite fibers remained
fixed to the surface.
Coils: Small coils for quench studies are prepared using
the same batches of insulated wire used for short-sample testing. Thus, three coils are wound, i.e., one coated with doped
titania in a polyimide matrix, one coated with doped titania
in a polyimide matrix and subsequently a polyimide topcoat,
and one insulated with traditional braided mullite. Each is a
single-layer coil, composed of eight turns, wound on an Inconel
mandrel (34 mm in diameter) using ∼1 m of insulated wire.
Each coil is wound by hand; no instrumentation is used to
control the winding tension.
Each coil is instrumented with a wire heater that is used
to induce a normal zone during quench studies. The heaters
are made from ∼16-cm-long nichrome wire that is tightly
wrapped around the wire covering a length of ∼1.5 cm. For
the mullite-insulated coil, the heater is wound directly on the
mullite braid. For the doped-titania insulated coils, a layer of
mullite is situated between the heater and the insulation; this
provides identical heating conditions to each of the wires for
comparison. Each heater has an electrical resistance of ∼5 Ω
at 4.2 K. VGE-7031 varnish is used to adhere the heater to the
wire surface. The three coils are heat treated together with the
short samples; Fig. 2 shows the photographs of the coils after
heat treatment. Note that the polyimide burns off during heat
treatment.
After heat treatment, the coils are transferred to a Garolite
(G-10) coil former and instrumented with an array of voltage
taps (25-μm-diameter Cu wires) for Ic measurements and
quench propagation studies; the wiring configuration is illustrated in Fig. 3. Voltage taps are situated every two turns and
for end-to-end (ETE) measurements. Lastly, the Bi2212 coils
are vacuum impregnated with Stycast 1266 epoxy.
3) YBCO Coils: YBCO pancake coils are wound using
4-mm-wide ∼0.1-mm-thick CC from SuperPower, Inc. The
conductor has a Hastelloy substrate and a 20-μm-thick copper
stabilizer on all sides [24]. Three coils are prepared. Two
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coils are insulated by coating the conductor with one of the
two slurries used to prepare samples for thermal conductivity
measurements; thus, there is one coil with the larger dopedtitania particles in a polyimide matrix and one insulated with
the smaller doped-titania particles in polyimide. The insulating
coatings are about 11 μm thick, and no additional insulation
is used to electrically isolate the turns of the coils. Note
that the YBCO conductor does not require a heat treatment;
hence, the polyimide remains present. The third coil is wound
with the same YBCO conductor but with a 50-μm-thick Kapton
tape as the turn-to-turn insulation. All three YBCO coils are
wound on a G-10 coil form with a 63.5-mm inner diameter.
Each coil consists of five turns, requiring ∼1 m of conductor;
Fig. 4 shows the photographs of the coils.
Similar to the Bi2212 coils, the YBCO coils are instrumented
with a heater and an array of voltage taps; the specifics are seen
in the schematic shown in Fig. 5. The heaters, which cover a
length of ∼1.5 cm, are made from a ∼15-cm-long Lakeshore
WNC-32 nichrome wire with a resistance of ∼5 Ω at 77 K.
The heaters are attached to the outside surfaces of the pancake
coils with Lakeshore VGE-7031 insulating varnish. A small
amount of Stycast 2850 black epoxy is applied over the heater
to reduce cooling. The voltage taps, made from 25-μm-thick
1.5-mm-wide Cu ribbons, are soldered to the edge of the YBCO
to avoid electrical contact between neighboring conductors. A
small amount of VGE-7031 varnish is used to improve the
mechanical stability of the contacts. Lastly, the YBCO coils are
vacuum impregnated with Stycast 1266 epoxy.
B. Thermal Conductivity
Thermal conductivity of the polyimide and polyimide/dopedtitania films is measured using the 3ω method [25], which
facilitates thermal conductivity measurements of thin films that
would otherwise be very difficult due to their small mass [26],
[27]. An electrical schematic of the 3ω measurement system is
shown in Fig. 6.
A digital lock-in amplifier generates a sinusoidal signal and
provides a precise frequency reference. Two differential amplifiers are used to subtract the fundamental frequency from the
signal and to amplify the higher harmonics. The third harmonic,
which is proportional to the thermal conductivity, is extracted
using a lock-in amplifier. The in-phase component between
100 and 10 000 Hz is recorded, and the thermal conductivity
is found from the slope of the resulting curve.
Thermal conductivity is measured at RT, 77 K, and 4.2 K.
Samples are mounted onto stages specifically designed for the
measurement temperature. The stage for RT measurements is
made of gold-plated nickel and is attached onto a brass chuck
surrounded by a heater coil that is connected to a power supply.
A type-K chromel–alumel thermocouple is embedded in epoxy
on the surface of the chuck to monitor the stage temperature.
This stage is housed in a Faraday cage to shield electrical noise.
Electrical connections to the four-point contact pads of the
heater wire on the sample are made via probes attached onto
a micropositioner.
For 77-K and 4.2-K measurements, the sample stage is made
with a plate of G-10. Gold wires are soldered to the four-point
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the voltage tap positions, current leads, and heater for the Bi2212 coils.

Fig. 4. Instrumented YBCO coils with (a) Kapton insulation and (b) dopedtitania insulation.

contact pads on the sample, and the sample is mounted to the
G-10 stage. The gold wires are then connected to copper connector block contacts that surround the edge of the stage. The
copper connector blocks are used to connect to the instrumentation (current and voltage) for the measurement. Thermocouples
are epoxied to the stage and to the sample to monitor the
temperature. The stage is then immersed into a cryostat that is
filled with either liquid nitrogen or liquid helium.
The approach is first validated using measurements of sapphire, silicon, and glass and compared the results to published
values. Subsequently, the thermal conductivity of each sample
is measured several times at different locations on the sample
and repeated several times to reduce the measurement error.

coils are quenched at 4.2 K, self-field. After initiating a 100-A
transport current in the coil, quenches are induced by a 0.3-s
50-V pulse into the heater wire, corresponding to 20 J of
energy. Voltage versus time is monitored and recorded for all
voltage taps. After completing the testing of Bi2212 coils, the
mullite-insulated coil is deconstructed into short samples and
the transport Ic is measured at 4.2 K in self-field.
The quench behavior of the three YBCO coils is measured
at 77 K, self-field, and subsequently at 4.2 K and 5 T. For
77-K measurements, the coils are operating with a 60-A transport current, whereas for the 4.2-K 5-T measurements, separate
quench measurements are made with transport currents of 150
and 250 A. All YBCO coil quenches are induced by a 0.3-s
50-V heater pulse, corresponding to 20 J of heat. For the 4.2-K
measurements, the magnetic field is oriented parallel to the
wide face of the tape (i.e., the superconducting magnet providing the background magnetic field and the YBCO pancake coils
are coaxial). The quench test protocols for the YBCO coils are
otherwise the same as for the Bi2212 coils.
NZPVs are calculated directly from the voltage–time data.
The NZPV is equal to the distance between neighboring voltage
taps divided by the time delay between each of the taps reaching
a voltage criterion chosen such that the voltage–time curves are
nearly parallel (see, for example, [8, Fig. 11]). For the Bi2212
coils, the voltage criterion is 0.010 V, whereas for the YBCO
coils, a 0.050-V criterion is used.

C. Critical Current
The critical current Ic of short samples is measured at selffield in liquid helium using the standard four-probe technique.
The voltage-tap spacing is 20 mm on each sample, and a
1-μV/cm electric field criterion is used to determine Ic . Two
samples of each type are independently measured. After measuring Ic , the sample surfaces and cross sections are imaged in
a JEOL JSM-6010LA scanning electron microscope (SEM).
The self-field Ic as a function of location is measured on
the Bi2212 coils at 4.2 K. Similar to the short-sample measurements, Ic is determined for each section using a 1-μV/cm
electric field criterion.
D. Quench Measurements
Quench experiments follow similar protocols as previously
reported quench experiments [10], [15], [16], [18]. Bi2212

III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
A. Thermal Conductivity
Thermal conductivity measurement results for sapphire
(36 W/m·K), silicon (147 W/m·K), and glass (1.1 W/m·K) are
within 4% of published values for these materials, confirming
the measurement approach. The thermal conductivity values of
the polyimide and the doped-titania (small and large particle)
insulation coatings at RT, 77 K, and 4.2 K are shown in Table II.
The nanoparticle additions significantly increase the thermal
conductivity at all temperatures; ∼4 times higher at RT and
77 K and about an order of magnitude at 4.2 K. In addition,
included in the table are values for Kapton [28], [29]; note
that the thermal conductivity of the doped-titania insulation is
a factor of 5 greater than Kapton at RT, a factor of 3 at 77 K,
and a factor of 10 at 4.2 K. For mullite, the RT values vary
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Fig. 5.
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Schematic of the voltage tap positions, current leads, and heater for the YBCO coils.

of samples from turns 3 to 8 is 392 A and is also plotted
in Fig. 8.
Some of the difference between short sample and coil Ic s
is due to the increased self-field in the coils. Previous work
indicates that the critical current density in Bi2212 wires and
coils tends to decrease as the length of wire increases due to the
agglomeration of porosity during heat treatment [30]; this also
likely contributes to the difference between short-sample and
coil Ic . There is also evidence that interactions with mullite can
reduce critical current; it is unclear if the low Ic in turns 1 and
2 is due to such interactions or if the conductor was damaged
during winding [31].
Fig. 6. Schematic of the electronics used for the 3ω thermal conductivity
measurements. The amplifiers are analog design models AD620 for the RT and
77-K measurements and models AD624 for the 4.2-K measurements. The lockin amplifiers are Stanford Research model 830.

greatly in the literature, and low temperature data have not been
published.
B. Critical Current of Bi2212 Short Samples and Coils
The average Ic values of the Bi2212 short samples measured
at 4.2 K are 629 A for bare wires, 582 A for wires with dopedtitania insulation, 580 A for wires with doped-titania and a
polymer topcoat, and 608 A for wires with braided-mullite
insulation. These values showed less than 10% variance for
each sample type. These results confirm that the heat treatment
is effective and that the insulation does not have significant
deleterious reactions with the Bi2212 wires.
Fig. 7 shows cross-sectional SEM micrographs of Bi2212
short samples after heat treatment. The edge of the dopedtitania insulated wire with a polymer topcoat is smoother than
that of the doped-titania insulated wire without the topcoat.
The edge of the wire with braided-mullite insulation is coarse,
indicating a reaction between the mullite and wire.
Fig. 8 shows 4.2 K, self-field Ic as a function of location
within the Bi2212 coils (and ETE values as well); the shortsample data are shown for comparison. The transport Ic of the
doped-titania insulated coils is homogeneous and about 70% of
short sample. The ETE Ic of the mullite-insulated coil is only
170 A due to the low Ic in turns 1 and 2 (139 A). Thus, it is not
possible to measure Ic in turns 3–8 as the coil voltage limit is
reached with a transport current of 290 A; hence, all that can be
said of turns 3–8 is that Ic > 290 A. After all measurements
of the coil are complete, including quench experiments, the
mullite-insulated coil is deconstructed into short samples and
the transport Ic is measured at 4.2 K, self-field. The average Ic

C. Quench Behavior
1) Bi2212 Coils: Fig. 9 shows the voltage versus time
in the transverse direction within the Bi2212 coils during a
quench. The transverse NZPVs, determined directly from the
voltage–time data, are quantified in Table III. The results show
that the doped-titania insulation increases the transverse NZPV
by a factor of 2.7 relative to the mullite-insulated coil. Note that
propagation in the mullite-insulated coil is not sufficient that
a propagation velocity for Y2 → Y3 can be determined. The
coil with the polyimide topcoat, which burns out during heat
treatment, shows about a 5% slower propagation velocity than
the coil without the topcoat. It is not clear if this is related to the
topcoat or simply an experimental variation.
2) YBCO Coils: Fig. 10 shows voltage versus time data in
the transverse direction for the YBCO coils during a quench
at 77 K, self-field, and a transport current of 60 A. Figs. 11
and 12 show data from the same coils at 4.2 K and 5 T with
transport currents of 150 and 250 A, respectively. Tables IV
and V summarize the normal zone propagation results.
For the YBCO coils tested at 77 K, self-field, the dopedtitania insulation increases the transverse NZPV by a factor of
2.8 relative to the Kapton-insulated coil. At 4.2 K, 5 T, and
150 A, the NZPV is increased by a factor of 2.1, and when the
transport current is increased to 250 A, the NZPV in the dopedtitania coil is 2.5 times greater than that in the Kapton-insulated
coil.
3) Discussion: The graphs in Figs. 9–12 indicate that there
is a time delay before the onset of a quench. Note that, in all
experiments, the heat pulse that creates the normal zone begins
at t = 0.3 s. The voltages graphed in Figs. 9–12 are not on the
turn with the heater, as illustrated in the schematics in Figs. 3
and 5. Thus, the delay represents the propagation time from
the heater to the nearest turn with voltage taps. The turn with
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TABLE II
T HERMAL C ONDUCTIVITY VALUES Ks OF P OLYIMIDE AND D OPED -T ITANIA I NSULATION C OATINGS AS A F UNCTION OF
T EMPERATURE (M EASURED H ERE ); L ITERATURE VALUES FOR K APTON A RE I NCLUDED AS W ELL

Fig. 7. Cross-sectional images of the outer edges of Bi2212 wires after heat
treatment: (a) bare wire; (b) doped-titania insulated wire; (c) doped-titania
insulated wire with a polyimide topcoat; and (d) wire with braided-mullite
insulation. Note that the polyimide burns out during heat treatment.

the heater is not used for calculating the NZPV because the
behavior is overly influenced by the heat pulse rather than the
more intrinsic propagation.
The effects of the doped-titania insulation on the NZPV,
relative to conventional insulation coatings, are remarkably
consistent, with propagation increasing by factors ranging from
2.1 to 2.8. It is interesting to compare the results for the YBCO
coils with increasing transport current; the NZPV for the dopedtitania insulated coil nearly doubled when the current was
increased from 150 to 250 A, whereas the increase in propagation velocity in the Kapton-insulated coil was only about
50%. During a quench, increased transport current corresponds
to increased joule heating in the normal zone. Thus, at higher
transport current and higher joule heating, the effectiveness of
increased turn-to-turn thermal conductivity is also increased.
The small size of the Bi2212 and YBCO coils may minimize
the effects of the insulation due to the effects of cooling at the
coil surface. In large epoxy-impregnated coils, the increase in
NZPV relative to Kapton or mullite is likely to be significantly
greater.
It is important to note that, because the doped-titania insulation is significantly thinner than the mullite braid and the
Kapton, the overall current density of a magnet is significantly

increased. This increases the magnetic field generated per ampere of current (the “coil constant”), reducing conductor costs
for large magnets. Reduced insulation thickness also results
in reduced specific heat (due to the reduction in the volume
of material), which also accelerates normal zone propagation.
Considering the coils studied here, the volume of the dopedtitania insulated Bi2212 coil is 37% less than that of the mulliteinsulated coil and the volume of the doped-titania YBCO coils
is 25% less than that of the Kapton-insulated coil. Because
these coils have a relatively small diameter, it is difficult to
determine precisely how much the increase in NZPV found here
is due to the increased thermal conductivity and how much is
due to the decrease in specific heat without detailed modeling;
the impact on coil performance, however, is evident.
It is also interesting to compare the results from the
Bi2212 coil to those from the YBCO coil. While the NZPV
varies with operating current and temperature, the NZPVs in
the YBCO coils at 4.2 K are significantly faster than those in the
Bi2212 coils. This is primarily due to the coil geometries. The
Bi2212 coils are RWs; hence, the turn-to-turn contact is that
of two adjacent circles. If the wires are perfectly round and
the coil is perfectly wound, then there is only point-to-point
contact between the insulated wires. The epoxy fills in the gaps;
thus, a more thermally conducting epoxy would further enhance
propagation. The YBCO coils, however, are pancake wound;
thus, the turn-to-turn contact area is that of the wide face of
the conductor and the effects of increased turn-to-turn thermal
conductivity are most pronounced.
IV. S UMMARY
A thin thermally conducting electrical insulation based upon
doped-titania nanoparticles has been studied for the turn-toturn insulation in Bi2212 and YBCO coils. The doped-titania
nanopowders are incorporated into a polyimide matrix and
applied to the surface of the superconducting wires. The insulation is also deposited on standard substrates in order to
measure its thermal conductivity as a function of temperature.
The chemical compatibility of the insulation with Bi2212 wires
is studied through measurements of the transport critical current
of Bi2212 wires and coils, as compared with bare wires and
mullite-insulated wires. The impact on the NZPV of Bi2212
and YBCO coils is measured and compared with the NZPV of
coils insulated with mullite and Kapton.
Results show that the doped titania significantly increases the
thermal conductivity of polyimide, particularly at 4.2 K. As a
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Fig. 8. Ic of 4.2 K, self-field, as a function of location within the Bi2212 coils (and ETE values as well); the short-sample data are also shown for comparison.
Note that in the mullite coil, because of the low Ic in sections 1 and 2, it was not possible to ramp the current sufficiently high to determine the critical current in
sections 3–8. Thus, Ic values for those sections are obtained by deconstructing the coil and measuring short samples after quench testing is completed.

Fig. 9. Voltage versus time and location in the Bi2212 coils during quenching at 4.2 K, self-field. See Fig. 4 for the definitions of Y1, Y2, and Y3 (voltage
tap locations within the coils). (a) Bi2212 coil with braided-mullite insulation. (b) Bi2212 coil with doped-titania insulation. (c) Bi2212 coil with doped-titania
insulation and a polyimide topcoat.

result, the doped-titania-based insulation has a thermal conductivity value that is an order of magnitude greater than that of
Kapton in liquid helium. Short-sample and coil measurements

of doped-titania insulated Bi2212 show no deleterious reactions
between the insulation and the Bi2212 wire. No significant
reduction in the critical current density of the Bi2212 wires is
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TABLE III
T RANSVERSE (T URN - TO -T URN ) N ORMAL Z ONE P ROPAGATION V ELOCITIES AT 4.2 K, S ELF -F IELD , FOR B I 2212 C OILS
W ITH M ULLITE AND D OPED -T ITANIA I NSULATION (T RANSPORT C URRENT = 100 A)

Fig. 10. Voltage versus time and location in the YBCO pancakes during quenching at 77 K, self-field, with a transport current of 60 A. See Fig. 6 for the
definitions of Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4 (voltage tap locations within the coils). (a) Kapton-insulated coil. (b) Doped-titania insulated coil.

Fig. 11. Voltage versus time and location in the YBCO pancakes during quenching at 4.2 K and 5 T with a transport current of 150 A. See Fig. 6 for the
definitions of Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4 (voltage tap locations within the coils). (a) Kapton-insulated coil. (b) Doped-titania insulated coil.

Fig. 12. Voltage versus time and location in the YBCO pancakes during quenching at 4.2 K and 5 T with a transport current of 250 A. See Fig. 6 for the
definitions of Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4 (voltage tap locations within the coils). (a) Kapton-insulated coil. (b) Doped-titania insulated coil.
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TABLE IV
T RANSVERSE (T URN - TO -T URN ) N ORMAL Z ONE P ROPAGATION V ELOCITIES AT 77 K, S ELF -F IELD , FOR YBCO PANCAKE C OILS
W ITH K APTON AND D OPED -T ITANIA I NSULATION C OATINGS (T RANSPORT C URRENT = 60 A)

TABLE V
T RANSVERSE (T URN - TO -T URN ) N ORMAL Z ONE P ROPAGATION V ELOCITIES AT 4.2 K AND 5 T FOR YBCO PANCAKE C OILS
W ITH K APTON AND D OPED -T ITANIA I NSULATION C OATINGS

found. Furthermore, the insulation survives the heat treatment
intact. Relative to mullite-insulated Bi2212 coils and Kaptoninsulated YBCO coils, the turn-to-turn normal zone propagation velocities of doped-titania insulated coils are increased by
factors ranging from 2.1 to 2.8 in measurements at 77 K in
liquid nitrogen and at 4.2 K in liquid helium (self-field and
at 5 T).
These results indicate that doped-titania insulation has the
potential to significantly improve the performance of HTSbased superconducting magnets. Increased NZPV, without a
reduction in MQE, simplifies quench detection and quench
protection. A thinner insulation system results in high coil
current density, increasing the magnetic field generated per
ampere of current and significantly reducing conductor costs
for large magnets.
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